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General presentation

The Childoscope (www.childoscope.net) is
an online Interactive Directory or database
of European organisations working in the
field of missing and/or sexually exploited
children. It provides for a direct access to
updated information on fieldwork NGOs
across Europe, through a user-friendly
search engine.
Today, over 300 organisations from 29 countries (27 Member States of
the
European Union and 2 EFTA countries Norway and Iceland) are connected
online through this Directory, joining forces in the fight against the disappearance and sexual exploitation of children.

History
Across Europe, an unknown number of children disappear or become victim of
sexual exploitation every day. Establishing a network of NGOs active in the field
is one of the priorities in the fight against these phenomena, as outlined in the
Justice and Home Affairs Council Resolution on the contribution of civil society in
finding missing and sexually exploited children of September 2001.
In 2005, Child Focus, the Belgian Foundation for Missing and Sexually Exploited
Children, therefore launched a new project, aiming at the development of an
interactive
online
platform
under
the
label
‘Childoscope’
at
www.childoscope.net.
Following the emanation of Missing Children Europe as an independent organisation in 2007, Child Focus now considers that Missing Children Europe would
be best placed to co-ordinate the activities related to this online Directory. Missing Children Europe consequently updated and reactivated the Childoscope
website in September 2009.
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Objective
This Interactive Directory has been established to allow NGOs working in the
field of missing and/or sexually exploited children to network and share information about interesting events, best practices, relevant publications, etc. Experience shows that international co-operation is of crucial importance to realise
this common mission. As such, the online Childoscope database aims to be a
carrier for the promotion of integrated policies for missing and sexually exploited children in the EU.

In addition, the Childoscope Interactive Directory offers an overview of the existing European organisations working in the field of missing and/or sexually exploited children to the public at large. Information on means of co-operation
between the stakeholders in 29 countries (law enforcement, NGOs …) is available. It allows an efficient and targeted search for information about organisations, structures and procedures, according to specific categories or geographical scope .
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Methodology
The Childoscope is consulted on a day to day basis by practitioners dealing
with the mentioned phenomena in Europe. Concretely, the following features
are available:






The possibility for NGOs to register and update the information about
their organisation online;
A flexibly controlled agenda system to share information about interesting events;
An integrated e-mail system for interactive exchange among NGOs;
An online library of relevant links and publications.

To simplify the day to day management of this Directory, a hierarchical system of
administrators was established. One NGO per country manages the Directory
at national level. They act as ‘gate’ between Missing Children Europe at level 1
and all NGOs in this country at level 3.

Missing Children Europe

Level One

1 NGO per country

Level Two

All registered or applying organisations

Level Three

We invite all organisations fighting against the disappearance and/or sexual
exploitation of children to visit www.childoscope.net and either update their details or join the Directory of already listed NGOs.

Looking forward to meeting you online!
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How can you use the Directory ?
The Childoscope Directory is a practical and user-friendly tool, leveraging knowledge of existing fieldwork NGOs in 29 countries, making the information quicker
and easier to find for all persons involved.

For case managers / hotline operators / consultants:
When someone needs support or advise from an organisation
in another country, you can search for one in the Childoscope
Directory.
Example: A mother from Germany calls regarding her
daughter being sexually intimidated by her class teacher
and does not know what to do. You give her a few phone
numbers of the organisations specialised in sexual abuse in
her region.
When you need to co-operate with an organisation in another country to handle a
case mutually, search for a NGO in this country in the Childoscope Directory.
Example: A child is gone missing near the border of the neighbour country. To work
together on this case, you can search the organisations of that specific country on the
Childoscope Directory, working on that specific kind of cases.
For parents:
When you want information, support or an intervention concerning a missing or sexual exploited child, you can search in the Childoscope Directory for an organisation specialised in those cases.

Example: Your child is gone missing, but you do not know if
there is an organisation in your country specialised in cases
like these. You can search for an NGO in your country on
the Childoscope Directory.
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Who is Missing Children Europe?

Missing Children Europe is the European Federation for Missing
and Sexually Exploited Children. As an umbrella organisation, it
represents 23 Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) active
in 16 Member States of the European Union. Each of these organisations is active in cases of missing and/or sexually exploited children at grassroots level, including prevention and
support for victims.
Missing Children Europe’s overall mission is:





To share good practice among its members;
To provide representation for its members at the European institutions;
To co-operate with the Washington-based International Centre for
Missing and Exploited Children;
To develop European tools to combat the disappearance and sexual
exploitation of children.

The 23 NGOs, Members of Missing Children Europe, in 16 EU Member States are:
Austria (147- Rat Auf Draht), Belgium (Child Focus), Czech Republic (Nadace Nase
Dite), Denmark (Thora Center), France (APEV, Fondation pour l’Enfance, La Mouette),
Germany (Initiative Vermisste Kinder and Weisser Ring), Greece (The Smile of the
Child), Hungary (Kék Vonal), Ireland (ISPCC), Italy (Aurora and SOS II Telefono
Azzurro), Poland (ITAKA and Nobody’s Children Foundation), Portugal (I.A.C), Romania (Focus Romania and Salvati Copiii), Slovakia (Linka Detskej Istoty), Spain (ANAR
and Protegeles), United Kingdom (Missing People).

For more information, visit our web site
www.missingchildreneurope.eu.
In case you would have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Contact

In case you would have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact the
NGOs in your country or Missing Children Europe.

Avenue Houba De Strooperlaan 292
1020 Brussels, Belgium
Tel : 0032 2 475 44 13
E-mail : secretariat@missingchildreneurope.eu
Web site: www.missingchildreneurope.eu
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Missing Children Europe
Avenue Houba De Strooperlaan 292, 1020 Brussels, Belgium
www.missingchildreneurope.eu

With the support of the European Commision, Daphne Programme
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